COME FOR A VISIT

PREVIEW WEEKENDS
October 24-25, 2014
March 13-14, 2015
Individual visits can be set up for a date that works best for you.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
SIMPSONU.EDU/VISIT
Our commitment is to...

- Be a Christ-centered learning community
- Develop each student in
  - FAITH
  - MIND
  - CHARACTER
- Change your world

Hi, my name is Kelly, and I am a student at Simpson. Look for me throughout the book and I’ll give you an insider’s perspective of what it is like to be a Simpson student.

DISCOVER. CONNECT. SERVE. TRANSFORM.

AT SIMPSON UNIVERSITY you will experience a Christ-centered, mind-challenging, world-changing education. We believe in educating your whole person.

Simpson students create a uniquely dynamic culture through community and world service.

Hi, my name is Kelly, and I am a student at Simpson. Look for me throughout the book and I’ll give you an insider’s perspective of what it is like to be a Simpson student.
A.B. SIMPSON
The man behind the name.

SIMPSON UNIVERSITY was named in honor of pastor and revivalist Albert Benjamin Simpson (1843-1919). A statue of him sits in our front lobby, honoring the man who pioneered the Bible institute movement during the late 19th century and founded the Christian and Missionary Alliance. Our calling as a school is to follow in A.B.’s footsteps and uphold the values he stood by: promoting spiritual growth and preparation for Christian life and service.

FOR THOSE WHO LOVE THE OUTDOORS, the Redding area offers many activities. From hiking and biking to swimming, kayaking and enjoying our world-famous Sundial Bridge. For those who love the indoors, Redding offers live shows and concerts in its art-deco-style theater as well as several shopping centers, restaurants, and movie theaters.

Come and explore our campus: relax by the pond, play basketball at the outdoor courts, take a coffee break at The Bean Scene, or climb the rock wall.

In the heart of Northern California.
The brilliance of our professors has a way of influencing you for life

YOU WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY to study your favorite subjects and receive individual attention from dedicated professors: men and women who are passionate about their academic discipline. Professors believe in engaging you holistically. They not only want you to deeply examine your spirituality and walk with the Lord, but to engage the wonderful mind and gifts that God has given each of you. The mind is a gift from God that needs to be developed to its fullest. Simpson professors are dedicated to help you become the men and women God has intended.

Our professors love when you visit them in their office, invite them to coffee and ask them life questions - take advantage of this.
Enjoy living on campus or commuting

RESIDENCE LIFE

LIVING ON CAMPUS is a great way to experience the SU community and make lifelong friends. We offer a unique Faculty-in-Residence program, where participating faculty and staff and their families reside in the residence halls. These faculty and staff work alongside the Resident Directors to live with, bless, and positively influence our students.

COMMISSER LIFE

ROUGHLY ONE-THIRD of our students commute to campus. We have a lounge dedicated to commuters so they have a place to study, surf the web, crash, or chat with friends.

We been given the knowledge and skills to work in so many different cultural environments.
—Chantel Nan ‘13
If you're looking for a place to meet friends and laugh, the coffee shop and the caf are good places to go. But if you're looking for somewhere quiet and to think, the pond or the prayer chapel are your best bets.
Quick Facts

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
Fall 2013
- 3.5 AVERAGE INCOMING FRESHMAN G.P.A.
- 1550 AVERAGE INCOMING FRESHMAN S.A.T. SCORE
- 99% STUDENTS RECEIVING FINANCIAL AID & SCHOLARSHIPS

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
Fall 2013
- 500+ RESIDENT STUDENTS
- 800+ UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

GEOGRAPHIC DEMOGRAPHICS REPRESENTED IN THE STUDENT BODY
Fall 2013
- 30 STATES
- 11 NATIONS

GOING THE DISTANCE
For you long-range planners, Simpson also offers several graduate and professional degree programs. Our admissions counselors are happy to work with you in exploring these options.

- MASTER OF ARTS IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
- MASTER OF ARTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
- MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
- MASTER OF DIVINITY
- MASTER OF ARTS IN INTELLECTUAL LEADERSHIP

As a psych major, I know it is really important to think about grad school. Simpson offers a great master’s program in counseling psychology.

—Mychael Gray ‘13

OTHER FUN FACTS
Fall 2014
- 1921 SIMPSON FOUNDED
- 25 YEARS IN REDDING
- 66% FEMALE STUDENTS
- 34% MALE STUDENTS

NATIONS
I have grown in ways that drive me to make more intelligent and wise decisions.

GEOGRAPHIC
DEMOGRAPHICS
REPRESENTED
IN THE STUDENT BODY
There is nothing more satisfying and encouraging than living, worshipping, and learning with your closest friends. It’s perfect having chapel two times a week for an hour to reconnect, refresh, and recenter. Whether you live on campus or commute, you’ll find many opportunities to...

We’re all about community.

Get involved, make lifelong friends, create memories.

Ways you can get connected...

Airband Lip Sync Contest
Exposure Film Festival
Nitelife Talent Show
Commuter Life
Student Clubs
Residence Life

The Slate Student Newspaper
Student Government
Intramural Sports
Homecoming Week
& many more

Simpson University began its intercollegiate athletic program with men’s basketball in the 1950s and today has 12 sports (six each for men and women). Our most recent program is men’s wrestling, added in 2012. Simpson joined the California Pacific Conference when it formed in 1996, giving us one of the biggest NAIA conferences in which to compete: 10 teams total.

Red Hawks Athletics
Member National Christian College Athletic Association
Member National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics

Get involved, make lifelong friends, create memories.

* 2013-2014 National Contenders
We are a Gateway to World Service

Students show their service by participating in WorldSERVE mission trips, assisting the local community through “strike teams,” and serving in cross-cultural internships.

2014 Missions Teams (WorldSERVE)
Chicago/Redding/Olympia/Oakland
El Salvador/Russia/Southeast Asia
Poland/Middle East/Chile
Dominican Republic/Thailand
Mediterranean/Taiwan/East Asia

1,600 students have served on mission trips over 20 years

Student Mission Trips 1994–Present

Hannah DeWater ’14
Strike teams allow me to not only see what's going on in the community, but to help do something about it.

—Hannah DeWater ’14
Important Dates & Deadlines

SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER
- Apply online simpsonu.edu/apply

DECEMBER 1
Early action application deadline

JANUARY - MARCH
File the FAFSA for priority scholarships

APRIL - JUNE
Registration and course selection

MAY 1
Commitment deadline

Admissions Criteria

First-time Freshman:
4.0 to a minimum 3.0 (B-) unweighted high school GPA, and a 910 SAT score (composite critical reading and math sections only) or 19 ACT (composite).

Transfer Student:
4.0 GPA to a minimum 2.5 (C+) GPA for all transferable credits.

For a complete list of admissions criteria, please check online at: simpsonu.edu/admissions

The application process can be a little intimidating, but once you get through it, you feel so accomplished and like you just want to pack up all your stuff and go!